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ABOUT THE TEXT

Sources
The texts used in this piece come from The Shortest Shadow: Nietzsche’s 
Philosophy of the Two, by Alenka Zupančič, The Puppet and the Dwarf: The 
Perverse Core of Christianity, by Slavoj Žižek, and Saint Paul: The Founda-
tion of Universalism, by Alain Badiou.

My Use of These Texts
I have used concrete features of these texts to structure events in the piece.

First, the text functions as the basic rhythmic substrate onto which all of 
the piece’s actions are grafted. With few exceptions, every bow-stroke and 
change of fingering is associated with a syllable. As such, the technical par-
ticularities of performing any moment are mediated by the rhythm of the 
words.

I have done my best to sensibly identify structural boundaries within the 
texts – denoting ideas, arguments, paragraphs, sentences) – and to align 
these semantic boundaries with moments of musical change.

All in all, I have attempted to fashion a reasonably flexible approach to pro-
jecting structural features of the text into time via the sounds with which 
I’ve chosen to work. 

I am also curious about the influence of the text’s semantic content on the 
experience of performers of this piece and potentially, on the interpretative 
decisions they make. Although one could certainly perform this work well 
without developing a rich relationship with the subject matter of the texts, 
I suspect that the simple act of reading the text as intensively as this piece 
requires will engender some kind of semantic pollination.

I welcome questions and feedback at mattjoc@gmail.com.



NOTATION

Air-bowing
Bow the air just above the strings,
quickly and rather awkwardly 
producing no sound at all.

Primary Sta
Indicates finger positions,

primarily on 1º and 2º strings.

Secondary Sta
Indicates finger positions,

only on the 3º and 4 strings.

NB The sounding and secondary 
staves appear only when needed. Vibrato

is indicated by
wavy lines.

Sounding Sta
Indicates only those pitches
that must sound.

Overpressure
is indicated by a black bar
placed beneath the text.

Finger Pressure
harmonic (least pressure)

half-harmonic 

normal (greatest pressure)



OTHER PERFORMANCE NOTES

Text, Rhythm, and Articulation
The rhythm in this piece is predominantly syllabic, with all of the incon-
sistency of speech. Articulation must be grounded in the shapes of words 
and their place within phrases. Especially when technical difficulties arise, 
always prioritize achieving a sense of vocality.

In the second movement, much of the text is embellished and/or obscured 
by editorial marks (redaction, underlining, striking-through). Even when 
you can’t read the text, your decisions regarding the duration of events 
should be founded in your imagining the text.

I have made only a few specific requests regarding the pauses (or lack 
thereof ) between systems. You should plan where and how you will pause 
in advance of performance. Please base these decisions off of your under-
standing of the larger-scale structures of the text.

Retuning
Throughout the piece, I ask the performer to retune particular strings. 
They may retune with either the tuning pegs or the fine-tuning knobs. As 
the performer learns the piece, they should plan out which strings they will 
retune, when, and how, in advance of performance.

At the end of the second system of Rehearsal i, the performer should at-
tempt to tune the 3º string down quickly enough that the detuning may be 
rendered audible as the open G continues to ring.

Tremolo Fingering Patterns in the Second Movement
I have borrowed the system for notating tremolo fingering paterns in the 
second movement from Josh Levine’s Glimpses. I have reproduced his in-
structions to the right.



for Carrie Frey.













(audible bow scrape)
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Tune 3º string down.




























